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compression to extend the dynamic range and
resolution of the strain estimates.

Abstract - We present a new system for fast and
efficient acquisition of ultrasonic three-dimensional
data sets for strain imaging. We apply our technique
to a typical strain imaging phantom which consists of
a soft sponge with a hard inclusion. With this set-up
we demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
system. Using this system we demonstrate the
presence of a three-dimensional strain artifact.

Due to the lateral motion of the insonified object with
respect to the axial beam direction the use of a sector
probe leads to significant motion artifacts even in a
plane strain state. In this paper we use a fast and
efficient method for the correction of lateral motion
artifacts which was already described in [6][7].
METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The strain images are acquired using a commercially
available Combison 330 ultrasound system
(Kretztechnik GmbH, Austria) with a 7.5 MHz
abdominal probe with 3D capability. The probe
contains a single element transducer which is
mechanically steered during the image acquisition.
The acquired volume consists of 280 image planes
with 340 scan lines. The acquired volume has
approximate dimensions of 110° x 110° x 4.5 cm.

Ultrasonic strain imaging refers to the visualization
of tissue elasticity for medical diagnosis. With this
technique small displacements between ultrasonic
image pairs which are acquired under varying axial
compression are determined by cross-correlation
analysis of the corresponding A-lines of an rf-data
set. The derivative of the displacement field is equal
to the strain in the object [1].
The increasing availability of three-dimensional
imaging systems show the demand for threedimensional acquisition procedures for strain imaging
[2]. Also some research groups already presented
three-dimensional correction schemes for lateral
motion for an improved image quality of the
calculated strain images [3][4][5]. In this context we
present a new acquisition system for fast and
efficient acquisition of three-dimensional data sets for
ultrasonic strain imaging.

The approximate acquisition time for the acquisition
of a single volume data set into the PC memory is in
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For multicompression imaging a sequence of
rf-images is acquired under step-wise increasing

Figure 1: Schematic of the recording set-up: The
computer controls the data acquisition and the stepwise compression of the object
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approximately 1.5 seconds. For the acquisition of
multi-compression strain imaging volume data sets
the transducer was mounted onto a rack which was
moved by a stepper motor into the axial direction in
incremental steps of 0.25 mm per acquisition stage
(Figure 1).
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To save memory capacity we acquired every 2nd
available image plane using a 30 MHz A/D-converter
board (Gage Inc., USA). In the whole we acquired
about 14,000 A-lines per data set up to an
approximate depth of 4 cm. The data were stored and
processed off-line. After the data acquisition into the
PC memory the storage of the acquired data set onto
the hard disk drive took approximately 6 seconds for
each acquired volume data set.

Tw is the window length of the correlation window
and xib (t ) denotes the complex base band signal
prior and after compression. τ k ,0 is used to initialize
the search for the succeeding depth τk-1,N. For k = 0
we use τ 0,0 = 0.

estimate the local strain as given in [10]:
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For the calculation of the three-dimensional strain
image we use a combined method consisting of
approaches which are described in [6] and [8].

n = k − ( K − 1) / 2,..., k + ( K − 1) / 2
In Equation (2) the vector z is zero mean white
noise and the estimated strain ε̂ is calculated from
the K time shifts τ k −( K −1) / 2 to τ k +( K −1) / 2 . The
advantage of this approach is that the strain can be
estimated by a depth independent FIR filter of the
order K .

Phase root seeking is an iterative search algorithm

The calculation of 80 frames including the correction
of the lateral object motion takes approximately 30
min on a 200 MHz-Pentium PC. Note that using the
approach described in [5] calculation time could be
further significantly decreased.

which determines the zero crossing of the complex
function
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window positions t k = k ⋅ Ts corresponding to an
axial depth k:
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Standard 2D block matching algorithms for lateral
displacement estimation (e. g. [9]) use a brute force
search in a 2D-correlation function estimated from
2D-windows. This approach increases the calculation
effort by two orders of magnitude compared to the
axial displacement estimation using phase root
seeking only. To reduce calculation time, we use a
2D-correlation function estimated from onedimensional windows (one A-line, several samples).
Hence, the search algorithm is brute force only in
lateral direction (one order of magnitude) and phase
root seeking [8] is used in axial direction.

cross-correlation

The vector τ k ,0 is used to
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

strain areas at the proximal and the distal end of the
inclusion in the axial direction.

We applied our acquisition technique to a typical
strain imaging phantom which consists of a soft
sponge with a hard inclusion. The inclusion which
had approximately spherical shape was made from
4% Agar-Agar introduced into the sponge by a
syringe. The diameter of the inclusion was
approximately 0.6 cm.

Figure 2b shows orthogonal slices to Figure 2a of the
volume data set, both the B-mode image and the
elastogram. The upper images correspond to a slice
in the middle of the volume whereas the bottom
images show a slice which is located at the left side
slightly outside of the inclusion. In this slice there is
still a low strain area in the strain image which is in
contrast to the B-mode image where the inclusion is
obviously not visible.

The three-dimensional image data set was processed
using the signal processing strategy described above.
In the volume data set of 140 acquired image frames
of rf-data the inclusion was located approximately in
the center of the data set.

Both the lens like shape of the inclusion as well as
the low strain area outside of the inclusion are due to
the mechanical boundary conditions in the vicinity of
the inclusion, e. g. the low strain area located on both
sides outside of the inclusion can be compared to the
high strain areas which appear in the axial direction
at the distal and proximal end of the inclusion. The
reason for this effect is that at this position the strain
cannot have a discontinuity in the lateral direction
and therefore the low strain area does not represent
the size of the inclusion in the lateral direction. Note,

Figure 2a) presents the center slice of the acquired
volume data set. The inclusion is clearly defined in
the B-mode image (Figure 2a, left) and shows the
spherical shape with an approximate diameter of
0.6 cm. The corresponding strain image (Figure 2a
right) shows the typical strain pattern of a hard
inclusion in a homogeneous background [11]. Note
the lens like appearance of the inclusion and the high
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Figure 2: Slices through the acquired volume data set The probe is located at the top. a) B-mode image of the
middle slice through the volume (right). The lesion has approximately spherical shape in the B-mode image whereas
it exhibits a lens like shape in the strain image (left). b) orthogonal slices through the volume indicated in Figure
2a). The strain image which is located outside of the inclusion shows an area of low strain.
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional representation of the acquired volume data set. The probe is located at the bottom
left. This figure shows a three-dimensional cut through the center of the inclusion which is indicated in Figure 2b
(top).

that in contrast to this observation the extend of the
inclusion in the axial direction is clearly defined by
the low strain border.
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